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This fascinating book provides a complete guide to
observing, recording and understanding the
weather and to setting up an amateur weather
station. As the author explains, the advent of
relatively modern electronic weather sensors
means that weather observing is now within the
reach of almost everybody. Moreover, thanks to
computer software and the internet, it is easier
than ever before to record and share with others
your weather data and observations.
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The book:
 Considers why it is useful and interesting to set up a weather station and observe the weather
 Outlines many different types of weather
 Explains how to get started and describes the instruments that are available to the amateur
meteorologist
 Demonstrates how good observations can be made using some simple instruments, or, in some
instances, no instruments at all
 Discusses clouds, snow, wind, optical phenomena, thunder dust, ash and hail
 Examines atmospheric pressure, precipitation, thermometer screens, air temperature, humidity, soil &
surface temperatures and evaporation
 Covers sunshine, solar radiation, and also local weather and climate
 Includes a valuable chapter on instrument and computer software suppliers
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